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NENOVSKY (Nikolay), « Discussion sur la monnaie de papier chez les
économistes russes pendant la Grande Guerre (1914-1917) avec un intérêt
particulier pour les contributions de Tugan-Baranovsky »

RÉSUMÉ – La Première Guerre mondiale a marqué la fin du long processus de
fiduciarisation de la monnaie et la fin de l’établissement d’une “monnaie idéale
de type russe”. Le papier-monnaie était une tradition russe depuis 1769,
jusqu’à l’introduction de l’étalon-or en 1897. La guerre a ramené la
domination du papier-monnaie. Dans cet article, je m’attarderai sur : (i) le rôle
du papier-monnaie et des emprunts pour le financement de la guerre et sur les
discussions entre les économistes russes concernant l’évolution du régime
monétaire. J’examinerai ensuite (ii) la théorie de M. Tugan-Baranovsky sur la
valeur de la monnaie, dite “théorie conjoncturelle”; sur la demande de
monnaie et son endogénéité, et enfin (iii) les propositions de Tugan-
Baranovsky concernant la politique monétaire dans un régime fiduciaire du
papier-moyennent des interventions actives sur le marché des changes.

MOTS-CLÉS – Première Guerre mondiale, histoire monétaire russe, papier
monnaie, pensée économique russe, Tugan Baranovsky, Bernatzky

NENOVSKY (Nikolay), « Discussion on Paper Currency among Russian
Economists during the Great War (1914–1917) with Special Emphasis on
Tugan-Baranovsky’s Contributions »

ABSTRACT – World War I marked the final point of the continuous process of
fiduciarisation of money, of the detachment from its substance, the final point
of establishing “Russian type of ideal money”. Paper currency was a Russian
tradition, since 1769, until the introduction of the gold standard in 1897. The
war brought back the dominance of the paper currency. In this paper, I will
consecutively dwell on: (i) the role of paper currency and loans during the war
and the discussions among the leading Russian economists as regards the
evolution of the monetary regime. I will then examine, (ii) Tugan’s business
cycle (conjunctural) theory of the value of money associated with aggregate
demand, and especially with the development of the model of money demand
and its endogeneity, and finally (iii) on Tugan’s proposals for managed paper
currency by controlling the exchange rate.
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during the Great War (1914–1917) with Special Emphasis 
on Tugan- Baranovsky’s Contributions

Nikolay Nenovsky
Université de Picardie Jules Verne
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SU HSE, Moscow

There is a long-known law: war requires 
three things: first, money; secondly, money 
and, thirdly, money again.
Speech of the Russian Minister of 
Finance, P. Bark during the  Allies’ 
meeting in  St.-Petersburg in January 
1917, Bark, 2017, v. 2, p. 300.

Contemporary war has taught eco-
nomists many new things and much of 
what was  considered impossible earlier 
today seems simple and  comprehensible
Tugan-Baranovsky, 1917a, p. 131. 

1 « Literature on the world war is extensive but undoubtedly it is still in the bud: events 
of such an exceptional, unprecedented importance for the history of mankind as well 
as other events to which we do not attach such importance will attract human thought 
many years and many decades to  come » (Tugan-Baranovsky, 1917c, p. 1).
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104 NIKOLAY NENOVSKY

INTRODUCTION
On Russian paper currency

The war economy assigned new goals and means to the economic 
policy. The goal was victory and survival of the nation and the main 
economic task became the financing of war. The state and planning 
became leading economic institutes and the market and sound pub-
lic finances remained in the background. Paper currency became the 
main source of financing war expenditures. As a final result there was 
a dramatic melting of the gold reserves and a growing budget deficit. 
The printing of paper currency became inevitable and its depreciation 
was a logical  consequence2.

World War I marked the final point of the  continuous process of 
fiduciarisation of money, of the detachment from its substance, the final 
point of establishing « Russian type of ideal money ». Paper currency 
was a Russian tradition, dating back to the leather (or meha currency3), 
which underwent  continuous depreciation of silver and copper coins. 
Since 1769, until the introduction of the gold standard in 1897, paper 
currency passed through two large epochs – that of assignats (assigna-
tions, ассигнации) (1769-1839) and that of credit roubles (кредитные 
рубли) (1854-1897).

The war led not only to the dominance of the paper currency, it 
undoubtedly prompted the reaction of Russian economists about the 
future evolution of monetary regimes. Before the war the following 
three trends can be differentiated.

The pre-revolutionary Russian economists such as B. Goldman, 
I. Kaufman, N. Bunge, A. Guryev, M. Kashkarov, I. Ozerov, P. Migulin, 
A. Miklashevsky, P. Nikolskiy, and I. Tainov among others (as well as 
some foreign  connoisseurs of Russia, such as H. Storch, A. Wagner, 

2 The abandoning of the gold standard was declared a few days after the outbreak of the 
war on July 27, 1914. According to Mihailov (1916, p. 8), there was evidence: the speech 
by the former Minister of Finance V. Kokovtsev that the decree for terminating exchange 
was legally prepared back at the end of the Russian-Japanese war.

3 Leather money (meha) was often regarded as an alternative of coins and as an archetype 
of paper fiduciary money (see « leather assignats » in (Guryev, 1903, p. 3-4) and the 
standpoint of Falkner (1919, p. 37).
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E. Lorini and H. P. Willis), focussed their attention on paper currency 
and its Russian peculiarities4. They  considered paper currency to be 
a deviation from the norm, a currency pathology. Those authors dedi-
cated numerous works to the Russian currency, most of which were in 
line with the metallic monetary tradition, according to that the paper 
currency was only a representative of metallic money and had no indi-
vidual value. Any deviation from the norm, i.e. from the metal-backed 
paper currency was harmful and temporary. That  consensus about the 
return to metallic money was in radical  contrast with the background 
of the almost permanent reign of paper currency in Russia.

On the other hand, along with the metallists, there was also another 
group of scholars (in most cases not professional economists) including 
interesting authors not always taken seriously in the academic circles such 
as N. Karamzin, N. Danilyevsky, N. Turgenev, S. Sharapov (Talitsky), 
G. Butmi, A. Nechvolodov, who  considered paper and fiduciary money 
a typical Russian, orthodox and monarchic institution5. That group 
of authors is important from an analytical point of view and from the 
perspective of  comparative monetary history, because they brought to 
the foreground the specific features in the Russian monetary tradition.

Besides those two groups, a third group emerged which included 
prominent economists well integrated in the academic and economic 
 community. They believed that the regime of paper currency was a 
radically new universal stage in the monetary evolution (M. Tugan-
Baranovsky, A. Rykachev, M. Bernatzky, etc.). They were inspired by 
the Austro-Hungarian monetary reform of managed paper currency 
that started in 1892, was supported by law in 1899, and lasted until 
1911-1912. Particularly in the wake of a war, those economists were 
critical of the orthodox monetary theory6.

4 See the bibliography at the end including the main titles by those authors.
5 S. Sharapov (his book of 1895 as well as his speeches on the reform and the debates in 

IVEO, 1896, p. 47-51, p. 78-82, p. 249-251).
6 In the words of M. Bernatzky: « The Austrian monetary reform of 1892 along with 

the ensuing initiatives in the field of monetary policy represent an epoch in the history 
of money circulation » (Bernatzky, 1917, p. 141). «Recently in  connection with the 
brilliant experience of Austria-Hungary the view has spread that life is possible with 
paper currency provided that it can be regulated properly » (Bernatzky, 1917, p. 83). 
Subsequently the Bolshevik economists (L. Yurovsky, E. Varga, etc.) as well as Russian 
emigrants expressed similar views during discussions about currency stabilization. 
Representatives of the Russian banks in Paris declared in 1922 that « the future Russian 
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Of particular interest is the Ukrainian economist M. Tugan-
Baranovsky (1965-1919) (referred to below as Tugan). He was well known 
beyond the boundaries of Russia due to his works on the economic 
cycle (see for ex: Hansen, 1964, p. 277-322) and Marxian capitalist 
reproduction, on the evolution of the Russian factory, industry and 
cooperatives, etc. He also developed a model of a future social (social-
ist) economy based on a theoretical synthesis of the labour theory and 
marginal utility theory, see for survey (Allisson, 2015) and (Allisson, 
2011). Relatively less known are his publications on monetary theory 
and policy (Graziani, 1987; Koropeckyj, 1991; Barnett, 2001). Most of 
those were written during the war and were not translated7. There is 
no doubt that Tugan would have developed his monetary ideas were it 
not for his premature death in 1919 on his way as an Ukrainian repre-
sentative to the Versailles Conference8.

In this paper, I will  consecutively dwell on (i) the role of paper cur-
rency and loans during the war and the discussions among the leading 
Russian economists as regards the evolution of the monetary regime. I 
will then examine (ii)  Tugan’s business cycle ( conjunctural) theory of the 
value of money associated with aggregate demand, and especially with 
the development of the model of money demand and its endogeneity, 
and finally (iii) on  Tugan’s proposals for managed paper currency by 
 controlling the exchange rate.

Bank of issue be obliged to guarantee stability of the Russian currency inspired by the 
example of the Austro-Hungarian bank » (CRBR, 1922, p. 58). As regards that reform 
see G. Chaloupek’s recents works (Chaloupek, 2003) and particularly (Chaloupek, 2019) 
and (Kramer, 2017).

7 Except in Italian in 1987, see Tugan-Baranovskij (1917-1919). It was recently translated 
in Ukrainian (2004). Ukrainian economists have devoted numerous studies to  Tugan’s 
ideas of money in recent years (Zlupko, 1998; Kuchin, 2006; Lopukh, 2014; Orlik, 2017).

8 For details see  Tugan’s biography written by his grandson Tugan-Baranovsky (2015) as 
well as Sorvina (2005).
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I. PAPER CURRENCY OR LOANS: DISCUSSIONS AMONG  
THE LEADING RUSSIAN ECONOMISTS ON WAR FINANCING

 Russia’s readiness for war has been the subject of analysis of Russian 
economists since the end of the 19th century9, and particularly after 
the defeat in the Russian-Japanese war in 1905 (Bliokh, 1898; Migulin, 
1904, 1905). The Balkan Wars (1912-1913) gave a new impetus to 
those publications, and WWI became the subject of a study of a huge 
number of works most of which had no serious analytical value. The 
publications included a number of economic studies which analysed the 
costs of war, its financing, and the  consequences for  Russia’s monetary 
system and public finances10.

Problems pertained to the lack of readiness for war, to the  comparatively 
high costs ( compared to rivals and allies), as well as to the limited domestic 
resources such as fiscal base and savings as well as the loss of revenues 
due to the introduction of the « dry law ». Russian economists argued 
on the difficulties on introducing new taxes which (see the Memoirs of 
the Last Minister of Finance, Bark, 2017), and also on the need to obtain 
foreign loans from France and England. The special subject of analysis 
was the transfer of gold reserves to England and the granting of a fic-
titious credit from there (Sidorov, 1960)11.

Another subject of discussion was the issue of treasury bills of 
low denomination (fiscal currency) and the most popular proposals 
were those of M. Bogolepov and P. Migulin. For instance,  Migulin’s 
idea aimed to reduce the government debt and to « release » gold 
reserves to serve as a cover for issuing a new portion of banknotes. 
This proposal, however, was rejected following a debate in which 
actually all participants strongly opposed them supporting the metal-
lic and metal-backed paper currency (except in part M. Bernatzky 
and, above all, Tugan) (see the discussions in MF, 1915, as well as 
in  Bark’s Memoirs, 2017).

9 Bliokh (1898); Migulin (1904, 1905).
10 See the survey by Prokopovich (1917, second edition 1918; also in French) and above all 

 Sidorov’s book (1960). They are the best sources on the subject.
11 Those processes were described in detail in Bark (2015).
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Standing out among the publications during the war was the collection 
entitled War Loans. A Collection of Articles (1917) (WL), ed. by Tugan, 
with authors prominent Russian economists such as M. Bernatzky, 
M. Bogolepov, V. Idelson, I. Kulisher, V. Mukoseev and M. Fridman12. 
Two other collective works on the subject are noteworthy, also edited by 
Tugan – on the economic problems of war namely – (Tugan-Baranovsky, 
1914b, and 1915), as well as the forewords of Tugan in Tugan-Baranovsky 
(1914a and 1917b).

The WL collection  contains the main appeal of leading economists for 
limiting the issue of paper treasury notes and non- convertible banknotes 
and for a return to the principles of the gold standard. Those were the 
positions of all participants, with light nuances of the standpoints of 
M. Bernatzky and Tugan13. According to the editor:

The emission of paper currency represents, unfortunately, a  condition sine 
qua non for financing a war of such huge proportions as modern warfare. 
Countries which are backward in their economic development, due to the 
scarcity of capital, are not at all able to wage significant wars, except in the 
case of releasing new paper currency. The number of these countries includes 
Russia as well. […] However, the emission of paper currency as a source of 
financing war is a highly dangerous financial resource, which can only be 
used as a last resort, in the absence of any other means for covering military 
costs (Tugan-Baranovsky, 1917b, p. 7-8).

But:

The thing is that, the more paper currency is put into circulation, the more 
difficult it is to switch over after the war to the normal  conditions of money 
circulation (Tugan-Baranovsky, 1917b, p. 21).

In order to stop the issue of paper currency, all authors spoke in 
support of domestic loans as an important instrument which had not 
been used efficiently that far.  Russia’s fiscal capacities were limited, and 
external loans were virtually impossible. According to the authors, there 

12 The articles were written in 1916, the book was submitted for print on December 2, 
1916. The book was under the auspices of the All-Russian Committee for public cooperation 
for war debts.

13 There were also certainly views that the best way for financing the war was the paper 
currency emission, e.g. A. Shingarev, the second Minister of Finance in the Provisional 
Government of Kerensky (Bogolepov, 1924; Bogolepov, 1931).
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were significant possibilities of using domestic loans. Tugan estimated 
them at 4–5 billion roubles of  completely free resources, around 14-15 
billion roubles of savings deposited in banks and savings funds, as well 
as other free capital14.

As regards that plan, the article « Military Loans in Germany » by the 
economic historian J. Koulisher dwelt on the four loans subscriptions 
from the German government, their techniques (the role of the Treasury 
in paying for the military supplies), as well as a review of the positions 
of leading German economists. His  comment is worth mentioning:

The best evidence that Germany was preparing for war was its economic 
literature. At the time when in the French and English works the starting 
point was always the state of peace, the peaceful exchange among the European 
nations – the Germans proceeded in their studies from two different, equally 
possible, prerequisites: the time of peace on the one hand, and the state of war, 
a future war which they  considered to be close on the other hand. (Tugan-
Baranovsky, 1917b, p. 26)15.

For his part, the future Minister of Finance in the Provisional 
Government M. Bernatzky studied the relationship between money 
circulation and loans (Money Circulation and Loans), in which he offered 
important foresights. According to the author:

The more unsuccessful the loans are, the more the money circulation of Russia 
will be disrupted, the lower the Russian rouble will fall (Bernatzky, 1917, p. 102).

The study of V. Mukoseev, published in the collection is perhaps the 
most systematic statistical study of  Russia’s military loans in the first 
2-3 years of the war. Mukoseev studied the first six loans, 1914, 1915 

14 Similar attempts at estimating the tangible and long-term savings and potential investors 
of the state debt (« long arms, an anchor of the debt »), were also made by M. Bogolepov 
in the same collection in the article «War Loans and  People’s Savings » (Bogolepov, 1914, 
p. 103-115). The author offered that a network of savings banks be developed and an 
active propaganda be waged through them. Bogolepov  considered that the most suitable 
form of securities for the petty Russian saver were « treasury notes with a fixed rate (i.e. 
treasury currency) » (Bogolepov, 1914, p. 115).

15 According to Koulisher the policy of Germany as regards loans was successful and far-
sighted. Koulisher made a  comparison with financing by direct taxes in England. The 
English system was analyzed in detail in another article in the collection – by V. Idelson 
entitled « Growth of the State Debt in Great Britain for the First Two Years of the War, 1914-
1916 ». Detailed descriptions of war financing were provided by Jèze for France (1915) 
and for Great Britain (1917).
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(three loans) and 1916 (two loans) as well as their relationship with the 
paper currency circulation (Mukoseev, 1917, p. 142-195)16. Similarly, to 
most of his colleagues, Mukoseev also believed that monetary financing 
was harmful and disorganized the economy, but it was inevitable and 
its damaging effect could only be minimized by expanding the base 
of domestic loans.

 Today’s war is being waged on such a gigantic scale that the theoretical issues 
about the advantages of this or that way of covering military expenditure are 
largely devoid of substance. The requirements of war as regards the national 
economy are so great that to meet them at the expense of only one source 
of financing is totally unthinkable,  that’s why it is equally necessary and 
unavoidable to use all available resources of the country. […] Obviously the 
very scale of  today’s war as a definite economic phenomenon is not in accord 
with the available  concrete  conditions of the economic and financial life in 
Russia. That war which emerged economically in countries of high capitalist 
 culture is more suitable for those countries than it is for the poor Russian state. 
[…] Lorenz von Stein said the following aphorism: « Great debts are made 
by Great states, and then when there are Great world events ». Today this 
aphorism can be fully applied to Russia. (Mukoseev, 1917, p. 149, p. 188-189).

The interrelation between the two sources of financing, – domestic 
loans and the emission of paper currency was of utmost importance. 
Part of domestic loans were short-term liabilities discounted by Gosbank 
directly or through private banks (Lombard discounting). That meant 
an increase of paper currency. According to the authors of that book 
(WL) prior to the beginning of the February Revolution, Gosbank was 
granted the right to release uncovered credit notes to the tune of 6,600 
mln. roubles. See also the detailed description of those limits of the 
emission law for 1914 and 1915 in Mihailov (1916, p. 30-35).

The authority of the financial service of the state in the face of its main 
paying authority (the Treasury) issued treasury bills (acceptances), their form 
and currency had already been determined by special laws. Those policies 
were then submitted to Gosbank and were accounted for along with the 
term trade receivables, and their amount was determined by the volume of 
expenditure made, if there were no other sources for those costs. Amounts 
equal to those policies were assigned to the current account of the Treasury 
and were subsequently spent according to the current needs. […] Obviously, 

16 It is curious that the deadlines for paying the first three loans were 1963, 1964 and 1996 
respectively (just before the crisis in the years of B. Yeltsin’s presidency!).
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Gosbank had to emit paper currency for those sums, i.e. each time to expand 
the circulation of credit notes, depending on the entry of further volumes of 
treasury bills, and thus – moving farther from the boundary that separated 
it from the healthy money circulation. […] Gosbank was interested so that 
the assistance provided to the government should not reach particularly large 
size if it (Gosbank) accepted for discounting treasury bills of huge sums. 
Then the money circulation would suffer greatly, and with it the national 
economy and the country as a whole. […] That large, moving amount of 
paper currency represented the working capital of war of its own kind and 
served as a feeding fund for the military loan emission (Mukoseev, 1917, 
p. 180-181; p. 191-192).

Therefore, according to Mukoseev, everything possible had to be 
done to increase the share of the 2.5% treasury bills disposed through 
the banking system. The government actually made attempts to that 
effect although the results were too modest (Table 1).

Tab. 1 – 5% of short-term debt issue (in %).

Through Gosbank At the open market
(banks, etc.)

Total

As of December 1, 1914, 82,0 18,0 100,0

As of December 1, 1915 83,1 17,9 100,0

As of May 1, 1916 72,9 27,1 100,0

As of October 1, 1916 60,3 39,7 100,0

As of December 1, 1916, 68,2 31,8 100,0

Source: Mukoseev, 1917, p. 182-183. (for 1915 the total amounts 101%, apparently error)

During the period of the Interim Government i.e. from March 1 to 
November 1 1917 the emission rose by 6 412, 7 mln. roubles (Yurovsky, 
ed., 1926, p. 11). Apart from the credit notes « exchange stamps » were 
released in 1917 to the tune of 95,8 mln. roubles and exchange treas-
ury notes for 38,9 mln. roubles. The Interim Government emitted two 
kinds of paper currency – the so called « dumskie » (large denominations, 
250 and 100 roubles) and « kerenki » (exchange treasury notes of 20 and 
40 roubles). The seigniorage (money income) during the period of the 
Provisional Government drastically dropped and the Treasury actually 
managed to gain 1,735 billion roubles out of the emitted 6,5 billion 
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roubles. The money supply in real terms was melting fast. Mukoseev 
summarized  Russia’s war debts in late 1916 (Table 2).

Tab. 2 –   Russia’s war debts as of December 31, 1916 (in mln. roubles).

1914 1915 1916* Total

Domestic

Bond lending 500 2 500 5 000 8 000

Treasury notes 300 550 850

Short-term treasury bills, liabilities 
Total 
Including 
At the expense of issuing paper cur-
rency (Gosbank)

Other means (private subscription, 
banks, etc.)

800
1 600

653
(40, 8%)

947
(59,2%)

3 200
6 250

2 608
(42,2%)
3 608

(57,8%)

5 775
10 775

3 434
(32%)
7 34

(68%)

9 775
18 625

6 729
(36,1%)
11 896
(63,9%)

Abroad** 491 6 694 2 225 9 410

Total 2 091 12 954 13 000 28 045

Source: (Mukoseev, 1917, p. 191). *Preliminary data; **loans from abroad were denominated 
in pounds, franks and dollars. Loans in 1914 and 1915 are described in details in Mihailov 
(1916, p. 17-18). There are some small errors, for 1915 the total debts should be 12 944, 
and for the three years the total debts should be 28 035.

V. Mukoseev also discussed the specifics of the collateral of the Russian 
paper currency17. It  concerned the transfer of part of the gold reserves 
in England 18, which served as a collateral not only for the debts of the 
government owed to England, but also for the paper currency (the posi-
tion « gold abroad » appeared in the balance sheet of Gosbank). That 
was in fact a debit account of the Treasury, but disguised as the credit 
account of Gosbank. Overall, that way of backing was fictitious and 
artificial. The gold exports to England and foreign loans were described 
in details in the Memoirs of Minister of Finance Pyotr Bark (Bark, 2017) and 

17 Mihailov provided interesting data about  Russia’s gold reserves and where they were 
treasured (thus for instance we learnt that before the war 72,5% of them were deposited 
in France, 17,4% in Germany, 7,7% in England, 1,3% in the Netherlands and 1% in 
other countries, (Mihailov, 1916, p. 28).

18 Thus, for instance England granted monthly credits to the mount of 236 mln. r. in the 
autumn of 1915, and France – 46 mln. r.
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(Barnett, 2001, 2005). Later, in 1926, in the book entitled Our Currency 
Circulation ed. by L. Yurovsky (and citing the study of American econ-
omist (Fiks, 1925 [1924]), it was noted (quote verbatim):

The expansion of the  bank’s emission right however during that period was 
carried out not only by government acts. As is known, the State  Bank’s 
gold fund, serving as a collateral for the emission of credit notes, was treas-
ured not only in Russia but also abroad. « Gold abroad » was that part of 
the Fund for guaranteeing the emission which was treasured in the credit 
institutions overseas and was used by the Bank for external payments and 
for launching initiatives for the maintenance of the rouble rate. However, 
since the beginning of 1916, the nature of those amounts, marked as « gold 
abroad », changed significantly. They included the credits granted to Russia 
by the English Treasury, regardless of whether those credits were actually 
used or not. The inclusion of those credits resulted in a significant increase 
in the gold collateral of credit notes. […] It is also noteworthy that during 
the period under review there were shipments of gold from the fund of the 
State Bank in England. Those shipments were the result of the agreement 
between the Russian and the English governments. In October 1914 gold 
to the tune of 75 million roubles was sent to England, in May 1916 gold to 
the tune of 54, 5 million roubles and in November 1916 gold to the tune 
of 94,5 million roubles19. Thus, the overall increase of the gold fund was 
fictitious. The increase of the emission collateral, which was at the expense 
of the increase of the “gold abroad” position expanded the emission right 
accordingly. As of March 1, 1917, the emission of credit notes was as follows:

Tab. 3. 

Collateral of Emission Emission 
right

Credit notes 
in circulationGold in 

Russia
Gold abroad Total

1,476 mln. r. 2,141 mln. r. 3,617 mln. r. 10,117 mln.r. 9,975 mln. r.

Source: Yurovsky, ed., 1926, p. 6-7.

While paper emission rates were relatively reasonable during the first 
two years, in 1916 the monthly increase of the money emission was 3%, 
and in 1917 when the situation was definitively out  control, the increase 
in some months reached 22-23% (Bogolepov, 1924, p. 15; Falkner, 1924). 

19 In July 1917 200 mln. r. in gold were sent, gold exports from 1914 till 1918 (provided 
that the prewar gold production amounted to 75 mln. r.) amounted to the 6-year prewar 
gold production (Soldatov, 1924, p. 42-43).
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On the eve of the Bolshevik Revolution, the money circulation amounted 
to about 20 billion roubles (i.e. 10 times growth) and the prices rose 
7.5 times20. In  comparison, paper issue for the first two years in Russia 
amounted to 3,718 million gold roubles, in France – 2,774 million gold 
roubles, in Great Britain – 707 million gold roubles, in Germany, 2,897 
million gold roubles. (Mihailov, 1916, p. 34)21. A. Mihailov pointed out 
the sources of financing the war (Table 4)22.

Tab. 4 – Sources of financing the war as of January 1, 1916.

Domestic 
loans

Credit 
operations 
on foreign 
markets

Short-term liabilities of the trea-
sury on the domestic market 

Treasury 
notes

Other

To 
Gosbank 

On the open 
market 

26,6% 17,4% 31,5% 7,2% 8,3% 9,0%

Source: Mihailov, (1916), p. 18.

Leading Russian economists, as has been pointed out unanimously 
supported the return to the metallic money. Two examples. The first 
one is the general rejection of the proposal of Prof. Migulin (member 
of the Finance Committee with the Finance Ministry) in 1915 for the 
issue by the Treasury of non-backed treasury notes of small denomi-
nations, whose eventual acceptance would have allowed a gold reserve 
to be released for a larger banknote emission (MF, 1915). The idea was 
opposed by I. Kaufman, M. Bogolepov, A. Guryev, A. Vishnegradsky, 
M. Friedman, partially supported by M. Bernatzky and in theoretical 
terms only by Tugan. Eventually, the Minister of Finance P. Bark rejected 
the project (Bark, 1915, p. 1-23)23.

The second example are the discussions at the end of the war, 1918, 
within the Foreign Trade Department with the Central National 
Industrial Committee in St. Petersburg, collected as scientific papers 

20 The paper currency rates, the price rise and the depreciation of the rouble rate prior to 
the Revolution were summarized in (Yasnopolskiy, 1928).

21 See also (Silin, 1917; Radetsky, 1923).
22 In may be the richest factual study of those years (unfortunately it covered only the first 

two years of the war, 1914 and 1915.
23 See  Bark’s Memoirs, (Bark, 2015). See the discussion on the basis of archive materials 

(Bugrov, 2017).
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Issues of Currency Circulation, (Lomeyer, 1918). The collection includes 
seven reports, projects for the post-war monetary organization and the 
debates on them. Despite the various technical proposals (e.g. for the 
first time there was a proposal for the parallel circulation of the old 
decreed money and the new, metallic and  convertible currencies-backed 
money24), especially for the transition period, there was  consensus on 
the return to metallic or metal-related paper currency. M. Bernatzky, 
A. Guryev, A. Zak, V. Ziva, N. Lodizhevskiy, A. Lomeyer and F. Menkin 
supported that idea.

Against the background of that unanimity the fundamentally 
different position of Tugan on the future development of the Russian 
monetary system stood out. And while for Russia  Tugan’s views can 
be defined as rarity among professional economists, in the developed 
Western countries not only the practical possibilities were discussed, 
but also the theoretical foundations of an active management of paper 
currency. Tugan developed a theory  commensurate with the theoreti-
cal achievements of economists from Western Europe and the United 
States (Graziani, 1987). He made a gradual progress in his theoretical 
quests and in his last book (Paper Currency and Metal, 1917) he provided 
a systematic theoretical model. That book has not been the subject of 
a  comprehensive analysis except (Koropeckyj, 1991; Graziani, 1987; 
Barnett, 2001, 2005) and the Ukrainian authors (Zlupko, 1998; Kuchin, 
2006; Lopukh, 2014 and Orlik, 2017).

II. TUGAN – THE THEORY  
OF THE VALUE OF PAPER CURRENCY

II.1. ROLE OF ECONOMIC CONDITIONS (BUSINESS CYCLE),  
AGGREGATE DEMAND AND MONEY DEMAND 

Unlike most pre-revolutionary economists, including a number of 
Marxists (who  considered that Marx was a supporter of metallic money), 
Tugan was among those who thought that the return to metallic money was 

24 That was later used for stabilization within  NEP’s reforms.
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impossible. The value of money in the future would not be determined by 
metal, but by the actively manageable and non- convertible paper currency.

Tugan was well versed in the theoretical approaches to determining 
the value of money (the reciprocal one to the general price level) – (i) 
the quantity theory (where the value of money was a function of its 
quantity, as well as of other factors in the  Fisher’s version) and (ii) the 
demand theory, where the value of money was a function of the dynam-
ics of the aggregate demand and supply. This second approach came 
from the books of T. Tooke (called the «  commodity » approach) and 
gained popularity in the works of K. Wicksell, J. Lescure, etc. Tugan 
was also familiar with the third approach, where the value of money 
was deduced from the principles of the marginal utility of gold (the 
« regression theorem » of L. Mises). 

An evidence of  Tugan’s interest in those approaches were the arti-
cles he selected in the series New Ideas in the Economy, and especially 
the fourth issue dedicated to The Dearness of Life (Tugan-Baranovsky, 
1914a). Tugan selected translated articles related to the above-mentioned 
approaches – (i) the quantity theory and  Fisher’s approach (article of 
S. Margolin) – (ii) the demand approach (articles of J. Lescure, A. Zalts 
and V. Egenshweller), as well as (iii) the article by L. Mises, which had 
a critical view as regards the quantity theory25.

In fact, Tugan had long been aware of the limited possibilities of the 
quantity theory in explaining the general price level and the value of 
money26. He was also aware of the underdevelopment and the theoretical 
rudimentarity of the alternative approach, that of the aggregate supply 
and demand. Tugan blamed Tooke for refuting any individual factors for 
the value of money which could be found on the side of money (Tugan, 
1917a, p. 9).27 He tried to offer a new,  considerably more tenable theory 
without  completely denying the usefulness of certain principles of the 
quantity monetary approach.

25 According to Schumpeter there are « theories focused on the quantity of money » and 
« theories focused on income ».

26 He wrote: « I personally am not at all willing to attach great importance to that theory 
but anyway the new interest in it and the new arguments in its favour are characteristic 
of the  contemporary state of the economic science » (Tugan-Baranovsky, 1914a, p. 1).

27 Usually the few publications dedicated to  Tugan’s approach to money underscored in a 
simplified manner that he criticized the quantity theory and followed  Tooke’s  commodity 
approach. That simplification in my view is wrong.
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The new theory of money was set forth in  Tugan’s Paper Currency and 
Metal (1917a) which came out at the same time as the WL collection. The 
monograph was  completed in October 1916, and in the words of the author 
himself, it included texts already published in various journals. In that 
work Tugan discussed the fundamental problems of the monetary theory. 

Tugan started with a critical description of the two basic approaches 
in monetary theory – the quantity theory of money and that of demand, 
the  commodity theory of money (formulated most clearly by T. Tooke). 
With certain simplifications, while in the first theory the volume of 
money determined the general price level, in  Tooke’s theory it was just 
the opposite –  commodity prices in the end determined the amount of 
money. Tugan accepted as a starting point the criticism of the quantity 
theory (in  Fisher’s version), which was used before him by (Wicksell, 
1898) and (Lescure, 1913)28. He mobilized a number of empirical evi-
dences from the history of the metallic currency regime, as well as from 
the long periods of paper currency in Austria and Russia29. According 
to Tugan, the quantity theory was only applied in a regime of non- 
convertible paper currency.

Essentially the demand approach was not theoretically elaborated – 
the money supply was a passive reflection of relative prices, supply and 
demand. The value of money was not determined. The lack of « theory 
in Tooke » led to the fact that the empty space was occupied by the 
quantity theory. Tugan was explicit on the point that both theories 
were inadequate in theoretical terms:

The two  competing theories of the value of money – the «  commodity » theory 
of Tooke and the quantity theory – cannot be acknowledged as a satisfying 
solution of the problem of the value of money (Tugan-Baranovsky, 1917a, p. 28).

The new, called by Tugan, a « business cycle, business  conditions 
( conjuncture / конъюнктурная теория) theory of the value of money »30, 

28 And later by Hawtrey (1919), Aftalion (1927) and Keynes (1930).
29 Subsequently many Marxists and above all R. Hilferding tried to substantiate the laws of 

the functioning of the quantity theory and the price level in the regime of paper currency 
which was not done by Marx (in the collection: (Shmelev & Shern, 1929, 1923). Today 
the theoretical problem of the value of money in the regime of paper currency has been 
set forth by Marxist Fred Mosley (Mosley, 2015).

30 It must be born in mind that Tugan was a pioneer in the theory of the business cycle (his 
book issued in 1894, as a result of his stay in London, the library of the British Museum). 
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offered a system of circular cause and effect relations linking the real 
and monetary sectors (set forth in Chapter III, Tugan-Baranovsky, 1917a, 
p. 37-52). The demand approach was elevated to the macroeconomic level, 
where the  concept of economic  conditions became of major importance. 
For Tugan it was something broader than demand, and synthesized in 
itself the  complex behavioural relationships of economic agents. The 
value of money became a function of the business cycle movement and 
 completely independent from the  concrete relative prices31. The value 
of money could not be explained by the labour theory of value, nor by 
the theory of marginal utility which were essentially microeconomic 
theories. The new theory was macroeconomic and the value of money 
was dissociated from metal. That made the independent existence of 
paper currency possible. Tugan formulated that as follows:

The general level of prices, in other words, the value of money (these two 
economic  concepts correspond to the same economic phenomenon) is there-
fore determined by  completely different factors than those of the relative 
 commodity prices (Tugan-Baranovsky, 1917a, p. 13).

The value of money is an entirely social phenomenon, a product of disorderly 
unconscious national and economic processes. That is why the general theory 
of the value of goods cannot explain the value of money (Tugan-Baranovsky, 
1917a, p. 39).

Or in other words: 

We can emphasize once again that the value of money is a phenomenon of 
a  completely different order,  compared to the value of any  commodity. The 
value of a  commodity is more or less a result of the  conscious assessments of 
individuals  consuming and producing a definite  commodity. On the  contrary, 
the value of money is a  completely unconscious disorderly product of the 
general  conjuncture of the  commodity market. […] If we put aside the rapid 
and significant increase in the amount of money (which is of major impor-
tance for the emission of paper currency), then the reason for these changes 
almost never pertains to the change of the amount of money in the national 
economy. The quantity theory, therefore, can be applied only to the paper 
currency circulation. […] Here the value of money is nothing but a derivative 
of the monetary prices of goods, for us the value of money is a reflection of 

The binding of the value of money with the business  conjuncture can be regarded as a 
natural  continuation of those ideas of Tugan.

31 Tugan quoted Wicksell who  considered that the value of money was an intersection of 
the  commodity and money market. (Tugan-Baranovsky, 1917a, p. 13).
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the general  conjuncture of the  commodity market. […] That is why we can 
call the theory of the value of money set forth here a  conjuncture theory of the 
value of money, opposing it to the  commodity theory of Tooke, and to the 
quantity theory (Tugan-Baranovsky, 1917a, p. 50-51).

More specifically:

The change in the general level of monetary prices accompanying the movement 
of the industrial cycle reflects the general state of the industrial  conjuncture. 
In other words, we must acknowledge that the value of money is directly 
determined by the  conjuncture on the  commodity market. […] The  conjuncture 
is something which changes greatly over time. At the ascending stage of the 
industrial cycle the  conjuncture favours the rising of  commodity prices, in 
other words, the fall of the value of money. This is explained by the growth 
and at the same time by the demand in all kinds of  commodities. And even 
though the supply grows rapidly at this stage, too, demand grows at an even 
faster pace. But how the demand in goods can increase in the  conditions of 
an invariable amount of money? It is done in the following way: On the one 
hand, the speed of the turnover of money increases, due to which the same 
amount of money multiplies its purchasing power. On the other hand, there 
is a significant increase of credit which becomes an independent purchasing 
power on a par with the available money (Tugan-Baranovsky, 1917a, p. 48-49) 32.

There were two new analytical links between business  conditions 
( conjuncture) and the value of money (be it metallic, backed or unbacked 
paper currency). The first link was not original, it was developed before 
Tugan by J. Lescure33. It was about the mediating role of the different 
types of income (wages, annuities, profit, rent, etc.). The second link 
was new and was related to the introduction of the money demand 
function, endogenous in nature which brought behavioural elements 
in determining the impact of money on prices. For example, while only 

32 Tugan offered his own alternative theory to that of K. Wicksell (Geldzins und Güterpreise, 
1898), in which the latter set forth a system of credit money managed by the interest 
rate (similar ideas were later found in R. Hawtrey, 1919). In a nutshell unlike Wicksell 
who sought for the value of money in the dynamics of the money market and in the 
interest rates (natural and monetary), Tugan regarded from a broader point of view the 
factors determining the value of money. In his Business Cycle Theory of the Value of Money, 
Tugan proceeded from processes occurring simultaneously on the  commodity and money 
markets explicitly underscoring their relation with the balance of payments. Unlike 
Wicksell (and to a great extent later Keynes) Tugan reasoned in the  conditions of an 
open economy.

33 See the translated article by J. Lescure Universal Price Increase and Decrease in (Tugan, 
1914a, p. 73-111).
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circulating money was taken into account by the quantity theory, for 
Tooke the accumulated, saved money was also important. The demand 
in money made it possible for Tugan to overcome the limitations of 
T. Tooke, who according to Tugan « denied any independent factors for 
the value of money that could be found on the part of money » (Tugan-
Baranovsky, 1917a, p. 9).

The demand for money in Tugan was developed in detail and practi-
cally overlapped with the model of Keynes as regards its main  components 
developed later in the Treatise on Money. (I disagree with I. Koropeckyj 
that  Tugan’s analysis of the demand for money was superficial, Koropeckyj 
(1991, p. 75)). Similarly to Keynes, Tugan distinguished between three 
motives of money demand, which influenced the value of money to motive 
(i) related to the demand in  commodities, transactions, (ii) to portfolio 
motive under the influence of the interest rate34, and (iii) to psychological 
motive, related to « public awareness,  confidence », expectations about 
the future state of the value of money etc. Tugan examined in details 
these three cases initially formulating them as follows:

The amount of money in the country can affect in three ways monetary prices: 
(1) monetary prices may change due to changes in the amount of money under 
the influence of changes in public demand in  commodities; (2) monetary prices 
may change due to changes in the amount of money under the influence of 
the discount rate; (3) monetary prices may change in relation to changes in 
the amount of money through public awareness,  confidence –  commodity 
prices in this case change due to the change in the appreciation of the value 
of money itself35 (Tugan-Baranovsky, 1917a, p. 29).

We could present simplifying  Tugan’s money demand function as: 

 (1) 

where, md is the money demand, yd is the aggregate demand (Tugan differ-
entiates between domestic and external demand, the latter being the more 

important one), i is the discount rate and  is the expected value level of 
value of money i.e. the reciprocal of the expected price level (see Chart 1).

34 The portfolio motive was set forth in detail whereas the alternative assets were bank 
deposits, bonds, shares and real estate (Tugan, 1914a, p. 33-34).

35 Elsewhere Tugan referred to that motive as to « psychological factor » (Tugan, 1914a, 
p. 34)
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According to Tugan the quantity theory was valid only in the 
regime of non-backed paper currency36. Fundamentally  concerning « the 
unconscious, spontaneous » formation of the value of money, Tugan 
was in many ways close to the insights of G. Simmel, although he did 
not acknowledge it.  Knapp’s influence on Tugan is also crucial (in my 
opinion it is also determined by the fact that Tugan is largely follows 
Nikolskiy, perhaps the most prominent follower of Knapp in Russia). 
However, Tugan believes that  Knapp’s theory can be further developed:

 Knapp’s famous book Staatliche Theorie des Geldes, is an age in the doctrine of 
money. […] Paper currency must be recognized as money in the full sense of 
the word, i.e. an independent measure of value, no less than metal currency. 
However, for all its great significance,  Knapp’s book does not provide a defi-
nite theory for the value of paper currency (Tugan-Baranovsky, 1917a, p. 74).

Since Tugan knew, appreciated and criticised Marx, it can be presumed 
that his approach was also an original reaction within the frameworks 
of Marxism  concerning paper currency. Subsequently R. Luxemburg, 
R. Hilferding, I. Rubin, made an original monetary reconstruction of 
the Marxist theory where money was interpreted as leading and fun-
damental category derived from  commodity exchange37 (Orléan, 2011). 
Having formulated his business cycle theory  Tugan’s next step was to 
find out the specific, and  concrete variable which could influence the 
value of money in the regime of paper currency. That variable according 
to Tugan was the exchange rate. 

II.2. THE VALUE OF PAPER CURRENCY,  
THE AGIO AND THE EXCHANGE RATE

According to Tugan the role of the exchange rate could be under-
stood by  comparing the value of paper currency in two (or more) open 
national economies (countries). The relationship between the national 
paper currencies was determined by the dynamics of the balances of 
payments. In order to see things more accurately, it was important to 

36 Without going into details, Tugan was the precursor of the models of hyperinflation in 
the paper currency regime, formulated by P. Cagan in 1956, and in Russia, immedia-
tely after 1917 in the attempts for mathematical modelling of the monetary emission 
(O. Schmidt, V. Bazarov, E. Slutsky, S. Falkner, etc.).

37 (Orléan, 2011; Nenovsky, 2019a, 2019b)
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reject the opinion, according to which the agio38 (deviation of the market 
price of paper currency from the officially announced price, i.e. in metal) 
was a function of the quantity of currency39. Tugan  considered that a 
theory should be developed where the agio was nothing but a function 
of the exchange rate (also referred to as veksel rate) in the regime of 
backed paper currency. The exchange rate is derived from the balance 
of payments, but there is also the feedback that would underlie  Tugan’s 
understanding that the exchange rate could be the main anchor of mon-
etary policy. Tugan formulated a number of postulates which underlay 
the « monetary approach to the balance of payments » (i.e. a correlation 
between the monetary sector and the external one).

It is absolutely necessary to acknowledge that the agio is in itself not the 
price of the paper currency in metal but the price of the foreign currency in 
paper […] In normal  conditions of paper currency circulation the agio is for 
nothing else but an original manifestation of the exchange (veksel) rate, and 
the agio does not exist outside the exchange (veksel) rate […] Therefore the 
distinction which is often made between the exchange (veksel) rate and the 
agio is wrong […] The normal agio appears in international exchange, in the 
buying and selling of foreign policies (veksels) rather than in the sale of the 
goods themselves. […] The amount of money and the balance of payments 
– represent the same chain of interrelated phenomena: the amount of money 
determines the balance of payments, and the balance of payments determines 
the agio (Tugan-Baranovsky, 1917a, p. 77-79, p. 125, p. 128).

Tugan  considered that the agio (and the exchange rate respectively) 
were very important for managing the balance of payments:

The agio has an important economic function: by stimulating exports and 
holding back imports the agio makes it possible for the country to pay its debts 
to the other countries by  commodities. (Tugan-Baranovsky, 1917a, p. 127).

How to overcame the agio was the focus of discussions about monetary 
reforms at that time (because it was a matter of paper currency regime 
with a metallic backing). Tugan devoted dozens of pages of his book, 
focusing on the monetary history of Austria and Russia, the countries 

38 The word « laj » is used in the Russian language for agio.
39 Tugan was particularly critical as regards the doyen of the Russian monetary theorists 

I. Kaufman. « The bad theory – the one which Kaufman took from Knies – cost Russia 
dearly » (Tugan, 1917b, p. 83, what is meant here is the introduction of the gold standard 
by Witte).
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with a long history of paper currency. He made a detailed empirical 
analysis of the value of the paper currency in Austria (Tugan-Baranovsky, 
1917a, p. 57-65)40 and in Russia (p. 89-138). Tugan devoted particular 
attention to the periodization of the evolution of Russian paper currency, 
pointing out the reasons for the emergence of an individual (independent 
of the metal) value of paper currency. The dynamics of the agio reflected 
those processes. Over time its value was increasingly determined by the 
currency exchange rate. Tugan distinguished between two types of agio 
in the regime of paper currency – (i) normal, external agio – depending 
on the exchange rate and external payment relations and (ii) internal 
agio – related to the metal when there were unexpected circumstances, 
– a total lack of  confidence in the national paper currency, etc. (Tugan 
Baranovsky, 1917a p. 80-82).

In the case of Russia Tugan distinguished between two main periods 
and several sub-periods covering the evolution of the assignats and the 
credit rouble. The first was the one of the assignats (1769-1839) when 
paper currency had no legal validity and circulated jointly with metallic 
money. The second period was that of the credit roubles (1839-1897) 
when paper currency had a  complete legal form and became emanci-
pated from metallic money. The end of the paper currency came in 1897 
with the introduction of the gold standard41. While in the period of the 

40 As it has already been pointed out the Austrian monetary reform of 1892 (and de facto the 
Austria monetary reform after 1899) has been given as a model, it shows the efficiency of 
the « system of paper currency without any relation to the metal » (Tugan Baranovsky, 
1917a, p. 61).

41 There is no doubt that Tugan was under the influence of the works of Guryev (1903), 
Kaufman (1888, 1910), but above all of  Nikolskiy’s (1892) Paper Currency in Russia. 
Nikolskiy, who for his part was under the influence of the theory of G. Knapp offered a 
periodization slightly more different than  Tugan’s. He singled out periods both in the 
epoch of assignats as well as in the epoch of the credit roubles where paper currency 
was a surrogate and real money at the same time (similar points can be found also in 
A. Guryev and I. Kaufman). Thus, for instance the assignats were surrogates during 
the 1768 – 1786 period and real money during the 1812 – 1843 period (It was difficult 
for Nikolskiy to specify exactly how assignats could be identified as money during the 
1786 – 1812 period). Credit rouble was  considered a surrogate in the years of 1843 – 1856 
and real money – after 1856. At the time of Tugan another prominent specialist in paper 
currency namely Z. Evzlin, also developed a periodization in the development of paper 
currency similar to that of Tugan. Thus, for instance in the second volume of his book 
Money devoted to paper currency the author differentiated between three stages in the 
laws on the monetary circulation of paper currency – (i) laws on the normal circulation, 
(ii) laws on the abnormal circulation and (iii) laws on regulated circulation (Evzlin, 1923). 
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assignats, paper currency existed alongside metallic money and at first 
it was not even a legal means of payment, with the credit money – it 
became emancipated and gained an independent value. An evidence to 
this effect were also the lower and more stable levels of the agio in the 
period of the credit roubles. However:

If we  compare the changes of the agio in the age of the assignats and in the 
age of the credit notes we shall see the following fundamental difference: 
in the age of assignats, the agio stood much higher than in the age of credit 
money. […] This fundamental difference of the two types of paper currency 
is  completely understandable: the assignats were not really money, while 
credit notes were money within the entire volume of monetary functions 
(Tugan-Baranovsky, 1917a, p. 131).

Having determined the exchange rate as a key variable42 in the 
regime of decreed paper currency Tugan set forth his proposal for a new 
monetary regime to be introduced in Russia after the end of the war.

III. NON- CONVERTIBLE PAPER CURRENCY  
AND ACTIVE MONETARY POLICY

The new regime of paper currency after the war did not step on 
a  completely unknown territory. According to Tugan (and not only, 
M. Bernatzky for instance), the Russian reform should draw ideas from 
the experience of the Austrian reform of the late 19th century (1892 
– 1899-1911) which introduced active regulation of the exchange rate 
through interventions on the foreign exchange market. It was about 

It is noteworthy that in 1915 Evzlin still  considered that there would be a return to 
the gold standard, to some form of a new Latin Monetary Union (Dmitriev–Mamonov 
and Evzlin [1915]). Other classical monographs on the Russian paper currency namely 
those of Goldman (1866), Kaufman, (1888), and Guryev (1903) also dwelt on different 
periods of paper currency.

42 By emphasizing the leading role of the exchange rate in determining the value of money 
and the general price level, as well as the  complexity of channels, including the role 
of expectations, Tugan was a precursor of the French economist A. Aftalion. Ten years 
later Aftalion formulated his « psychological theory of the exchange rate and inflation » 
criticising the quantity theory (Aftalion, 1927). For details Nenovsky (2005).
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giving a « priority to discretion instead of to the rules » in stabilising 
the value of the national paper currency. In  Tugan’s words that could 
be accomplished as follows:

The Austrian monetary reform of 1892 along with the ensuing initiatives 
in the sphere of monetary policy represent an epoch in the history of money 
circulation […] The new Statutes of the Austro-Hungarian bank includes a 
 completely new task – a regulation of the rate of paper currency at a level as 
close as possible to the parity. (Tugan-Baranovsky, 1917a, p. 141-143).

It is absolutely possible to gain stable currency without restoring exchange 
(NN: to metal). To this end, it is necessary to establish institutions similar 
to those existing in Austria. (Tugan-Baranovsky, 1917b, p. 165). 

The achievement of stability of the currency exchange rate should become one 
of the most important tasks of the future monetary reform. […] Therefore it 
is necessary to establish institutions like those in Austria (Tugan-Baranovsky, 
1917b, p. 157, p. 165) 43.

Elsewhere Tugan declared the following as regards the characteristics 
of the future monetary system and the place of gold in it: 

The experience of recent decades has shown that apart from a system of paper 
currency with an unstable value, a system of paper currency with a stable 
value is also possible. […] One can be a  convinced adversary of the old-style 
paper currency and defend the system of currency circulation like the one 
in Austria up to the current war. In any case even if it is bad this system has 
been imposed by the irreversible processes […] The task of active monetary 
policy pertains to eliminating the fluctuations, and to imparting stability to 
the veksel rate (exchange rate). […] The outcome of the war can create a new 
monetary system – a system of paper currency with a stable value. Formally 
this money as well as all paper currency will be secured by metal, but that 
collateral will be only an empty form without any economic  content until 
that currency starts to be exchanged for metal. And what will happen to 
gold? What role will it play within the frameworks of the new monetary 
system? A large part of it will be stored in the vaults of the national central 
banks. […] The active currency policy must now be recognized as one of 
the most important  constituent parts of any adequate economic programme. 
The movement of the veksel rate (exchange rate) should not be exposed to a 

43 In his exceptionally well documented book Theodore von Laue mentioned the curious 
fact that in carrying out his reform, S. Witte was  consulted by the Austrian (who became 
a Russian citizen and director of the St. Petersburg International Bank and the Russian-
Chinese Bank) Adolphe Rothstein, one of the ideologues of the Austrian reform five years 
earlier (Von Laue, (1963, p. 138-146). For A. Rothstein see also McKay (1970).
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random stock exchange influence but should be placed under the  control of 
the state. […] The task of the active currency policy  consists in eliminating 
the fluctuations and in imparting stability to the veksel rate (currency exchange 
rate) (Tugan-Baranovsky, 1917b, p. 159, p. 164-166). 

Therefore, to sum it up the overall  Tugan’s model can be illustrated 
in Chart 1.

Source:  Author’s elaboration 

Tugan is not the only one, M. Bernatzky (1876-1943) also  considered 
that the war and paper currency changed deeply the monetary regime44. 
He analysed the limits within which imposed paper currency could 

44 Ironically, later as the Minister of Finance in the governments of Admiral A. Kolchak, 
A. Denikin, and especially of P. Wrangel, Bernatzky was accused of a lack of practical 
knowledge about money and of the over-emission of paper currency (Hodjakov, 2018, 
p. 148-176). Bernatzky emigrated to France and wrote about the monetary reforms of 
the Bolsheviks in the French newspapers. There are many documents related to his 
activity in the archives of the Banque de France.  Bernatzky’s lectures, which are kept in 
the Russian State Library, are particularly interesting, (Bernatzky, before 1917a, before 
1917b).
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reflect the value of money and particularly emphasized the role of the 
balance of payments and the exchange rate. Bernatzky offered a policy of 
managing the volume of paper currency through the issue of domestic 
debt45. According to him:

It was only recently in  connection with the brilliant experience of Austria-
Hungary, that the view has spread that life is also possible with paper 
currency if it is properly regulated but for the successful regulation the 
abuse of issuing paper, its extraordinarily large amount in the turnover is 
unacceptable. […] What is the danger of unbalanced paper currency? It is 
a matter of such money circulation, when the measure of value is the non- 
convertible paper currency with an imposed rate and  continuously increasing 
amount regardless of the market needs. In itself, exchangeable paper currency 
emitted on a limited scale is not harmful for the national economy and it 
may even provide for its tangible benefits. […] We can imagine the ideal 
order in the following way. When the emission of paper currency appears to 
be sufficient for the turnover and there are clear signs of its surplus, efforts 
should be made through loans to withdraw large sums from the turnover and 
to submit them to the government to spend them; when that expenditure 
is made and the currency apparatus becomes again full of redundant paper, 
a new loan should be granted, etc. (Bernatzky, 1917, p. 83, p. 88-89, p. 97).

Concretely, according to Tugan, the post-war reform in Russia had 
two interrelated tasks: (i) to restore and (ii) to stabilize the value of 
Russian paper currency. The first necessitated the withdrawal of a cer-
tain amount of money. Tugan calculated the necessary money supply 
in Russia at 4-5 billion roubles. The second objective is to maintain a 
parity exchange rate through intervention46. The exchange rate had to 
be stable in order to attract foreign capital and to get an external loan 
(i.e. to influence actively the balance of payments equilibrium).

Tugan was no doubt against the appreciation and revaluation of the 
rouble. Those views of his were formed back at the time of the reform 
of Witte (then during the disputes on the reform in the Free Economic 
Society the young Tugan supported a depreciated rate and silver mono-
metallism (IFES, 1896).

45 It is noteworthy that such a mechanism for the management of the volume of paper 
money was set forth by S. Sharapov back in 1895 before the reform of count S. Witte.

46 Something which was done secretly at the time of the Tsarist government, the so called 
« treasury tracing/kazennyie trasirovki » referred to by prominent Russian economists as 
« financial superstition ». Tugan  considered that that « superstition » was a natural fact 
to be actively used by the state.
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The stability of the rate was also important. Tugan approximated it 
with standard deviation (Tugan-Baranovsky, 1917a, p. 165). In that Tugan 
was a precursor of the ideas of A. Aftalion, as well as of  today’s models 
of the exchange rate volatility (Nenovsky, 2006). Currency interventions 
had to be implemented for a definite part of the currency reserves fixed 
legally in advance (Tugan-Baranovsky, 2015, p. 166)47. Moreover, gold 
reserves remained in central bank vaults so as to serve as a collateral for 
external payments and for interventions. It is noteworthy that in his 
Memoirs Finance Minister P. Bark described in detail the negotiations 
with the Ministers of Finance of England and France in Paris in 1915, 
when he proposed to the allies to mobilize with joint efforts the currency 
reserves in a joint pool and to  commit to maintaining the currency rate 
of the rouble on the international markets (Bark, 2017; Barnett, 2001, 
2005). According to Bark the exchange rate  control was an extremely 
important policy tool.

CONCLUDING REFLEXIONS 

In  conclusion as a  comparison, I must point out the following: 
First, the Great War caused an extremely strong perturbation in 

 Russia’s monetary regime, paper currency became the major source of 
financing the war. The period of the gold standard existence (1897-1914) 
proved to be a short-term deviation from the long trend of Russian 
currency related to the presence of paper and unbacked money. Unlike 
the war monetary reality, the ideas of the metallic standard  continued 
to dominate among Russian  scholar’s economists and the paper currency 
was  considered as a temporary deviation from the norm, as pathology. 
After the introduction of the gold standard, the number of economists 
who believed that the Russian currency was specific sharply decreased.

The years of war (until 1917) did not change significantly the posi-
tions of Russian theoreticians – most of whom believed that a return to 

47 Interestingly one century later, in 2019, the same proposal for an exchange rate policy 
was expressed by A. Aganbegyan, one of the most  competent Russian economists 
(Aganbegyan, 2019).
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 convertibility was needed. Later, after the Bolshevik Revolution things 
certainly changed but by 1917 the supporters of the metallic standard 
were a majority. There were just a few economists with profound the-
oretical knowledge who  considered the deep changes in the evolution 
of the monetary regime to be the result of the war.

Hence my second point. It is related to  Tugan’s  contributions. Tugan 
had always been critical as regards the gold standard (e.g. his positions 
during  Witte’s reform in support of silver monometallism). Unlike other 
economists however (with the notable exception of Bernatzky), Tugan was 
the first one to develop a  comprehensive theory of a post-war monetary 
regime. He did that in his book published back in 1917 where he set 
forth not only his own slender theory, but also his ideas of a political 
policy.  Tugan’s ideas have triggered for many future analyses. In my 
opinion  Tugan’s general approach was a  continuation of the pioneer 
book of K. Wicksell Geldzins und Güterpreise (189848). Noteworthy is 
the similar statement by Wicksell two decades earlier:

But it would be quite possible to maintain a stable value of money without 
the use of reserves of a precious metal. Only it would be necessary for the 
metal to cease to serve as a standard of value (Wicksell, 1898, p. 35).

Unlike Tugan, however (who underscored the role of the exchange rate), 
in Wicksell the active monetary policy for regulating the price level 

48  Wicksell’s book was published in English in 1936 as Interest and Prices. A Study of the 
Causes Regulating the Value of Money (translated by R. F. Kahn, preface by B. Ohlin). It 
should be noted that Wicksell was mentioned only once in  Tugan’s book (p. 10). Tugan 
quoted Wicksell who  considered that  Tooke’s theory was interesting, but did not say 
much. My personal impression of the way Tugan wrote is that he did not always present 
the intellectual sources from which he drew and which inspired him to develop his new 
ideas. Such was the case with Wicksell, similar was his attitude to the Russian economists 
and theoreticians of money like P. Nikolskiy, A. Miklashevsky, and I. Kaufman, who, 
in my opinion, were not always justly criticised by Tugan. For example, Tugan claimed 
that I. Kaufman had not taken into account the institutional stages in the development 
of paper currency particularly those in Russia. That was inaccurate because actually 
Kaufman not only analysed those stages, but also set forth interesting thoughts about 
the evolution of the institutions in general. Later,  Tugan’s theory of paper currency 
was criticized by Marxists, specialists in money theory such as (Kronrod, 1954, p. 6). 
Kronrod placed Tugan on a par with Nikolskiy, which was another  confirmation that 
there was a definite similarity between the two as regards the theory of paper currency. 
That observation in no way questions the original ideas and approaches of Tugan, a 
pioneer in a number of fields of economic theory and history.
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(the value of money) was mainly reduced to a policy of interest rates. 
Nowadays Wicksell is  considered to be a pioneer of « inflation targeting ».

 Tugan’s institutional proposal was noteworthy because he referred to 
the « planned management of the value of money ». Those were views 
which twenty years later would become popular in Europe (Keynes 
was part of that process).

Up to now state power has almost never assigned itself the task to influence the 
value of money in a planned manner. […] Therefore, the task of the planned 
policy of money circulation, aimed at regulating the value of money does 
not include anything impossible. […] Active currency policy today must be 
recognised as one of the most important  constituent parts of the adequate 
economic programme. The movement of the exchange rate (formation of the 
veksel rate) should not be left at the random stock exchange influence but 
should be placed under the  control of the state (the government) (Tugan-
Baranovsky, 1917a, p. 51-52, p. 164).

Tugan certainly formulated a number of the tenets about the money 
demand and the aggregate demand which underlay the theory of the 
Treatise on Money by Keynes (1930), and about the leading role of the 
exchange rate and the expectations developed by (Aftalion, 1927) in his 
book Money, Prices and Exchange Rate. A future careful  comparative anal-
ysis with the monetary theory of Keynes would be extremely useful. It 
would restore a historical justice – the pioneer place of Tugan-Baranovsky. 
To this effect there are two important articles by (Koropeckyj, 1991) 
and (Barnett, 2001). 

Another interesting area in which  Tugan’s ideas could be used 
is related to the Marxist interpretations of the value of paper cur-
rency. Those interpretations started with O. Bauer, R. Hilferding and 
R. Luxemburg (see the collection of Shmelev and Shern, 1929, 1923), 
later were developed by I. Rubin, and nowadays are elaborated within 
the modern interpretations of (Orléan, 2011). For all of them money was 
generated by the exchange and underlay the base of value49. The recent 
new macro monetary interpretations of the labour theory of value of 
K. Marx (MELT) proposed by F. Moseley (2015) fit in that discussion. 
For Moseley, the problem of the formation of value of « non- commodity », 
i.e. paper currency in Marx, remained unresolved.

49 See the review in Nenovsky (2019a, 2019b).
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Finally, in the preface to the Italian translation of  Tugan’s book 
(the book was not translated into other languages, except recently in 
Ukrainian), Augusto Graziani set forth his arguments according to 
which Tugan was a pioneer in the theory of endogenous money. Thus, 
Tugan fitted into the tradition of « the monetary theory of production » 
(Graziani, 1987, 2003). Although he was generally right, in my opinion 
Graziani did not thoroughly  consider the  complexity of  Tugan’s model. 
A future study to this effect would also be interesting.

Going back to 1917 as a  continuation of the war the October 
Revolution found the Russian monetary economy in a pre-collapse 
state. The Revolution led to a new even more interesting stage of the 
development of the monetary regime and of the monetary theory in 
Russia. That was mainly determined by the  combination of war heritage 
which to a certain extent led to paper and decreed money with a new 
fundamental factor at hand – the ideology of Marxism. According to it 
there was no place for the market, for capitalism, for money and even 
less for gold in the new  communist society. Gold was present in the 
form of « public toilets » (Lenin), or in the form of the « gold shackles » 
of Thomas Moore.

Paradoxically, during the years of the NEP, 1922-1924, Lenin and 
the Bolsheviks were forced to stabilize the rouble on the basis of gold 
and  convertible currency, actively using the experience of the Austrian 
reform of 1892.  Tugan’s book and his ideas were not mentioned and 
they were forgotten for a long time.
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